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Can`t stop the signal!

Keep strong bazz. Your thread is titled wrong. You are not
silenced permanently!

thanks mate. i love youtube. they cont watch what i say here.
keep up the fight!

hey mate thanks:) nice vid!

I figured you'd like the melb pics
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Dearest Pam,

Pursuant to our promises as being Anonymous (specifically the 
two promises of ten more rising up and destroying The "Church 
of Scientology" in its current form), it is certain and being 
confirmed that ten more have in fact risen up. At least three 
have been upon my own personal observation here locally 
where I am.
In case you haven't been monitoring us that much (which is 
highly doubtful), it is my honest opinion that your understanding 
of the situation would be furthered if you were made to 
understand the term "footnuke".
Footnuke came from the term "footbullet". It was originally used 
to make the point that the target of the conversation (which 
laughably was most often the "Church" of Scientology) was 
shooting themselves in the foot. Ergo, a worse situation would 
be a footnuke, doing far worse damage than a simple 
"footbullet".
The footnuke that you have perpetrated here is that you went 
against a young 20-something who could very easily make your 
interactions with him public in a very short length of time. You 
went after somebody who could expose you, and even if he 
cannot speak out again, we know who YOU are, we know what 
YOU have been doing, we know WHERE you are, and we are 
many.
You have done bad things. You have tried to bring us down. We
are in it for the long run. You cannot destroy us.

Best wishes,
Anonymous

We are Anonymous.
We are Legion.
We do NOT forgive.
We do NOT forget.
Expect us. 
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